This paper presents maximal inequalities and strong law of large numbers for weakly dependent heterogeneous random variables. Specifically considered are Lr mixingales for r > 1, strong mixing sequences, and near epoch dependent (NED) sequences. We provide the first strong law for Lr-bounded Lr mixingales and NED sequences for 1 < r < 2. The strong laws presented for a-mixing sequences are less restrictive than the laws of McLeish [8].
INTRODUCTION Strong laws of large numbers (SLLNs) and maximal inequalities are routinely used in theoretical statistics and econometrics, including proofs of consistency of estimators. For weakly dependent data, the standard reference is McLeish [8]. McLeish's results include a maximal inequality for L2 mixingales, and SLLNs for L2 mixingales, a-mixing (strong mixing
This paper makes the following contributions. First, maximal inequalities and SLLNs are provided for Lr mixingales, r > 1. These are the only results available for 1 < r < 2, but impose stronger conditions than Corollary 1.9 of [8] when r = 2. Second, an SLLN is provided for Lr-bounded ax-mixing sequences, requiring that Ia1 2p < oo for some p < r. This is less restrictive (especially for r close to unity) than E7a,I-l/q < oo, for some q > r, which is slightly weaker than McLeish's condition that am J be of size I would like to thank Peter Phillips and three referees for helpful comments which improved the exposition of this paper.
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-r/(r -1). Third, an SLLN is provided for LT-bounded NED sequences, r > 1. This is the only result available for 1 < r < 2. For r > 2, our new result complements McLeish's, with weaker (stronger) conditions on the aemixing (NED) numbers.
The new SLLNs developed in this paper can be used directly to provide consistency proofs for standard linear time series models. Additionally, combined with generic uniform LLNs such as [1] and [10], we can relax the assumptions necessary to prove consistency in nonlinear dynamic models.
Even though the conditions for the SLLNs presented here are the least restrictive known, there still may be some room for improvement. It is known [9] that if we restrict attention to linear processes, strong uniform integrability can replace the L' bound. The best available WLLN under weak dependence [2] only requires uniform integrability and imposes no decay rate on the mixing coefficients (other than that they converge to zero). This suggests that it may be possible to further relax the requirements imposed here. Section 2 derives the main results for Lr mixingales, and contrasts these results with those for linear processes. Section 3 applies the results to mixing and near epoch dependent processes. The proofs of the results are selfcontained (other than the use of standard inequalities) and are left to the appendix. 
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